
Roche, one of the areas of Conil de la Frontera, is famous for its

beautiful coves, with calm and still waters to enjoy sheltered from

the wind and in privacy. And if you feel like walking a bit, you can

hike through the cliffs and enjoy panoramic views on your way to

Roche's lighthouse.

SOME THINGS YOU CAN DO IN YOUR FREE TIME

WHAT TO VISIT IN
YOUR TIME OFF?

Enjoy the road to the Lighthouse of Trafalgar in Caños de Meca.

only 12 kilometres from El Palmar. You can walk... or go by car,...

or by bike!

VISIT TRAFALGAR LIGHTHOUSE
IN CAÑOS DE MECA

Conil de la Frontera is our neighbouring white village, just 7

kilometres away. Its down town and wide beaches are well worth

a visit. You can take the rural path along the beach from El

Palmar  on foot, or hire a bike and cycle along it.

VISIT CONIL DE LA FRONTERA 

Vejer is a small white village, 200 metres above sea level, with a

walled historic centre where you can find small shops, bars and

restaurants. Only 8 km from our Surfhouse, it is a good place for a

morning walk or a drinking in the evening.

VISIT VEJER DE LA FRONTERA 

VISIT ROCHE'S COVES & LIGHTHOUSE 



SOME THINGS YOU CAN DO IN YOUR FREE TIME

WHAT TO VISIT IN
YOUR TIME OFF?

Cadiz is the oldest city in Europe and is full of places worth

visiting. Visit its cathedral, a mixture of baroque and neoclassical

style; Walk through the Pópulo neighbourhood, an intricacy of

narrow, winding streets flanked by arches and walls; Visit the

beach of La Caleta and the fortress of Santa Catarina; Enjoy the

tiny streets, the history in the architecture and the good food in

each of its small squares and tapas bars.

VISIT CADIZ CAPITAL

Zahara de los Atunes is another white coastal town, only 33kms

from El Palmar, very picturesque with a pristine beach called "la

playa de los alemanes". Bolonia, 20km from Zahara (or 50km from

El Palmar) is a kilometre-long beach with turquoise waters, a pine

forest and a huge dune which you can walk up to enjoy the views.  

There are also important archeological remains remains of an

ancient Roman settlement, Baelo Claudia. A super complete tour

among Roman villas, temples and the impressive theatre. The

panoramic view of the site by the sea is incredible.

ZAHARA DE LOS ATUNES AND
BOLONIA ROUTE

Enjoy its historical centre, gastronomy and culture. 

Taste its typical sherry wine, and visit its classic bodegas, such as

the famous "Tio Pepe". It's also a great occasion to visit a

"tablado" and enjoy a traditional flamenco show, like the ones at

the famous tabanco "El Pasaje".

VISIT JEREZ DE LA FRONTERA

Visit this declared natural monument, ideal for the Water Mills

route and then have lunch in the inn located in the area of the

aqueduct, where there are five 15th century water mills built to

grind wheat and produce flour that was sold to other places in

the region of La Janda, making it one of the main economic

activities in the region at that time.

VISIT SANTA LUCIA, CLOSE TO VEJER 



SOME THINGS YOU CAN DO IN YOUR FREE TIME

WHAT TO DO YOU
IN YOUR TIME

OFF?

The adventure at Entre Ramas consists of a circuit among the

treetops with various activities including zip lines, footbridges,

Tarzan lianas, a flying car, a spider web and many more surprises

to enjoy a wonderful day in nature with guaranteed sensations. A

total of 70 games divided into 7 routes or circuits, with 5 difficulty

levels at various heights (Open Tuesday, Saturday and Sunday,

check availability). 

HAVE AN ADVENTURE
IN "ENTRE RAMAS" 

HORSE RIDING 
ON THE BEACH

Experience the beach from a new point of view: Javier, from Equinsoul,

will accompany you on a unique horse ride where you can ask him

about the social projects he runs with them.

The NMAC Foundation is a private open-air museum space

dedicated to contemporary art and the study of the relationship

between art and nature. It invites the visitor to experience multiple

and new relationships with nature through the site-specific

interventions made by the artists. The work becomes a

fundamental part of the landscape, allowing us to relate to nature

by experiencing it in a different way.

HAVE A MOMENT OF CULTURE
IN THE MIDDLE OF NATURE:

Take a route through the Parque Natural de la Breña y Marismas de

Bárbate, the least extensive park in Andalusia with 5,000 hectares, but

with one of the best protected ecosystems.

There are several hikes you can choose from cliffs to forest always with

incredible sea views. The most common one is that arriving at Torre del

Tajo, a 16th century watchtower that served as protection against

pirates and was fundamental in the Battle of Trafalgar.

Check the routes: www.ebikecadiz.com

WALK A ROUTE THROUGH THE
BREÑA NATURAL PARK

TAKE A BIKE TOUR
NEXO's surroundings are full of routes for cycling:

Visit Conil on the sea side road or by cycle path along the main road. Go to

Caños de Meca and reach the lighthouse of Trafalgar, or ride along one of

the routes in the national park of La Breña.



OUR SELECTION OF RECOMMENDATIONS

WHERE TO EAT
AROUND NEXO?

+ Venta Curro, tipical Gaditan tapas.

+ La Traiña, fish and Mediterranean food, Zahora

+ La Quilla, beers and simple food with great views. 

+ La Peña del Atún, the best place to eat tuna in the area,

Barbate.

+ El Campero, other best place for tuna in Barbate. 

WHEN IN ZAHORA, CAÑOS DE
MECA & BARBATE

+ For a more formal meal, Casa Juan, Alferez & Las Manuelas,

traditional Spanish food, fish and meat. Some vegetarian and

vegan options.

+ Something simpler but delicious: 

"Dolce Vita", typical Italian food.

"Acebuche, pizzas, pastas and salads. 

"El Cartero", sandwiches, gourmet tapas, with sea views.

 

WHEN IN EL PALMAR AREA 

+ Vascook, in the Roche area, Mediterranean food.

+ Misstura, Asian fusion food, central area.

+ TajMahal, Indian food, downtown area.

+ Malabata, fish and gourmet tapas, downtown area.

+ Yerba Mate, pizzas, salads, empanadas. Vegan options.

WHEN IN CONIL DE LA FRONTERA
& ROCHE 

+ La Barra del Faro, one of the most famous places for tapas.

+ Casa Manteca, ideal for a tapa with a glass of wine in the afternoon.

+ The market and its stands, a variety of traditional and authentic food.

+ El Balandro, fish and traditional food, with good views.

WHEN IN CADIZ

+ El Jardín de Califa, Moroccan food with a Michelin star.

+ Taberna La Judería de Vejer, tapas and vegan/gluten-free.

+ Sushi Time, Japanese food, fusion and vegan/gluten-free

options.

+ Patria, Mediterranean food in a natural setting.

WHEN IN VEJER DE LA FRONTERA


